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FROM THE CHAIRMAN'S DESK
Soon it will be four years since the MCA nominating
committee realized that the usual pattern for selection of Chairman Elect was out of sync, and that the
Pacific Section had been skipped.
Scouting about at the last minute, they settled on
me as a likely option. Thinking I might turn out OK
because of the support I get from the great chemists
I work with here in Seattle, and noting the wisdom
of Cheryl, my saintly wife of forty long-suffering
years, they nominated me. When, due to my advanced age I cornered the geriatric vote, in the
Spring of 2005 I got elected.
For the first two years I worked pretty hard. The

reason is that the “Chairman-elect” (AKA: "BabyChair") has some responsibility for Association
educational efforts at mini-seminars and at the
summer gathering. Also, there are the Executive
Committee sessions (three) per year, and some
other superficial duties.
Because I survived the first two years I became
“Acting Chairman.” (AKA: "High-Chair") A bit
stressful to stand before one’s peers with gavel in
hand. But Chemists have been kind, and all our
gatherings proceed by gracious consensus.
Being Chairman has not been so hard.
One need only follow the path of very knowledgeable and wise past-chairmen (AKA: "EasyChair"): Without going into ancient history, I need
only reference Les Blaize, Chris Scott, Greg
Grondin, and John Bell. To conduct a meeting and to
see at work the smart people you have representing
you is a great gift.
But all Executive Committee members know the
real reason the marine chemist world has kept
turning in my tenure: the acting chair may pretend
greatness, but Association business is actually in the
hands of our Secretaries: Ed Willwerth and his
able factotum partner Leslie Blaize. Ed, a former
Chairman himself, is the repository and trustee of
our recent history and professional culture. He and
Leslie make sure everything, from the pens on the

conference table to the agendas of the meetings,
goes painlessly and efficiently.
I write these words for two reasons: First, so we
Marine Chemists will note those who represent
you. And second, that you all might consider how
well you yourselves will do when your turn comes
one day soon.
Thanks for the chance to serve you.
Yours, Don Sly

Marine Chemists - In accord with a review and decision made by MCQB three years ago, MCA has
organized and scheduled its second Cryogenic
Flammable Liquids Carrier (CFLC) Course for Marine Chemists. Given the difficulty of gaining access to CLFCs for on-site inspections since even before September 11, 2001, the MCQB approved the
MITAGS course in lieu of § V.A.2., Flammable
Cryogenic Liquids Carriers Endorsement of the
"Rules for Certification and Recertification of Marine Chemists".
The course will be held in conjunction with the
Atlantic Sectional at the Marine Institute of Technology and Graduate Studies (MITAGS) at Linthicum, Maryland. MITAGS is a fully equipped
conference and convention center. MITAGS is also
conveniently located near the BaltimoreWashington International (BWI) Airport, and even
closer to the BWI AMTRAK train station. Transportation to and from both is provided by MITAGS'
24-hour shuttle service for those staying at the conference center. Upon arriving into BWI or the
AMTRAK station, call MITAGS at 410/859-5700,
extension 0, for service.
The course will be held Thursday and Friday,
February 19 and 20, in the world-respected MITAGS
LNG training facility. (The Atlantic Sectional
will follow at MITAGS on Saturday, February 21,
and MCA's Executive Committee will meet at the
same location on Sunday, February 22.)
Acting upon a recommendation of attendees at the
2006 CFLC course, the content of the course will be
extended to two days, and additional emphasis on
CFLC structure, applicable regulations guiding and
affecting marine chemists, and product hazards
will be included. MITAGS' Chief Charles Snyder
will be leading the course, assisted by MCA volunteer instructors. NFPA has agreed to work with
MCA so that attendees will be offered the module
examination at the end of the course, greatly accelerating obtaining the CFLC Endorsement from
NFPA through MCQB.
The Marine Gas Hazards Control Program is very
supportive of this training. We are exceptionally
grateful for their generous support. Despite the
ongoing controversy associated with locating LNG
terminals on either the Pacific or Atlantic Coasts
(Gulf Coast sighting seem to have had a more receptive climate regarding new terminals), it is a
national priority to increase the use of natural gas
in the energy infrastructure of the US. Technical
and regulatory solutions to expedite the location of
off-loading terminal locations are showing signs of
success. It is generally felt that the time for marine
chemists to serve this increased marine flow of
LNG is near or upon us. We are specifically men-

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS
Marine Chemist Association 2009 meetings will be
as follows:
Atlantic Section:
Date: Saturday, February 21, 2009 MCA (ExCom
meeting held here Sunday, Feb 22.)
Location: Maritime Institute of Technology and
Graduate Studies (MITAGS)
692 Maritime Blvd., Linthicum, MD 21090
Tel: 410/859-5700
Hotel Rate: $ 135.00 (includes breakfast & dinner)
(Note: CFLC course to be held here as well. Registration and payment separate–see below.)
Gulf-Inland Section:
Date: Saturday, February 28, 2009
Location: Hilton New Orleans Airport 901 Airline
Dr. Kenner, LA 70062
Tel: 504/469-5000
Approximate Hotel rate: $ 119.00
Pacific Section:
Date: Sunday, March 8, 2009
Location: Bahia Hotel, 998 West Mission Bay Dr.,
San Diego, CA 92109
Tel: 858/539-7720 (Reservations: 800/576-4229)
Approximate Hotel rate: $ 169.00

Sectional Seminars Topics - Training and discussion at the Sectionals will include the following:
Presentation will be made on the uses and limitations of photoionization detectors during marine
confined space testing, a detailed review of recent
significant changes to NFPA 306, especially regarding the use of marine chemists certificates between and among contractors and subcontractors.
We will have a review of the differences between
29CFR9110.146 and 29CFR1915. We will also concentrate on a number of inspection and certificate
issues, including limits of detection on certificates,
scope of work, a review of minimum space testing
requirements, respiratory protection selection and
enter with restriction, inerting, and the use of excursion limits/adjusted work schedules on certificates.
In addition to news items from MCA and NFPA,
Marine Field Service will also review key area of
the Rules for Certification and Recertification.
Cryogenic Flammable Liquids Carrier Course for
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tioned in USCG and NFPA regulations as having
the expertise for these sophisticated and controversial vessels, and this training should greatly increase the numbers of chemists with the required
Endorsement.
Substantial cost savings are being offered to MCA
member chemists (only) for this training. The cost
to members will be $200.00, and includes the course,
its texts, handouts, hotel and meals for the two day
course. The course size is limited to 15 students, and
slots will be reserved on the basis of registration
payment received by MCA. Slots will also go preferentially to marine chemists (whether MCA members or not). If the course is not filled with chemists, slots will be made available to non-chemists
on the basis of availability. Costs for non-MCA
chemists and industry personnel will be at cost:
$1,070.00.
Finally, sincere thanks is extended to Jeff Carr,
CMC 664, NFPA's Marine Field Service, and MCQB
for their hands in promoting and resuscitating this
course as an avenue for increased and improved
training and Endorsement availability.

American Canyon, CA 94503
707/554-8855
e=cmccihcsp@hotmail.com
Gulf-Inland Sectional Secretary
Thomas Littlepage, CMC
5550 Thomas Jefferson Ct.
Mobile, AL 36693
251/661-9289
e=tomlpage@zebra.com
Atlantic Sectional Secretary
Vince Fleming, MC
3424 Foxfield Drive
Chesapeake, VA 23323
757/688-1640
e=chem693@hotmail.com
Elections - 2009 is an election year for our Chairman-elect (or, at last, Chairwoman-elect, as the
case may be). We have an excellent candidate in
Gulf-Inalnd’s Tom Littlepage, but the process allows and encourages candidates to step forward if
they wish to serve the profession. Also, those attending sectional business meetings must select replacements for ExCom members. Pacific Sectional
Representative John Fernandez, Atlantic Sectional
Representative Stephen Gronda, and Gulf-Inland
Sectional Representative Brian Axelrad, as well as
Past-chair John Bell, have all reached the end of
their terms with, incidentally, excellent service
records to the Association. Representatives may be
replaced with new members at our Sectional business meeting held at this spring's seminars, or renominated to serve another term. In accord with
MCA Bylaws, we must have a renewed Executive
Committee in place by April 30th of this year.
Ballots addressing the election of our next Chairman-Elect will be mailed soon.

Attendees at the 42nd MCA Annual Seminar,
July 7-9, 2000, also at the Royal Sonesta

51st MCA Annual Seminar - MCA’s 2009 Annual
Seminar will be held at the Royal Sonesta Hotel,
Bourbon Street, New Orleans, Louisiana, June 22
through 24. Please plan to join us. Chemists, their
families and our greater industrial guests are going
to have a great time in one of the nation's truly
unique locations–certainly one of our favorite seminar destinations.
Dues Notices have been mailed. Please return
your dues in the self-addressed envelopes as soon as
possible. Substantial discounts are afforded members, but, consistent with MCA By-laws, members
must be fully current with their national and sectional dues. Please contact your sectional secretaries to pay sectional dues if you've not already done
so:
Pacific Sectional Secretary
Frank G. Monaghan, CMC, CIH, CSP
260 American Canyon Road, #59

MCA Scholarship Fund - We were very happy to
have made two awards in 2008 to promising college
freshmen: Ms. Meghan McClean, granddaughter of
Walt Seifert, CMC 595, MCA Life-Member, and Ms.
Monica Bennett, daughter of David Bennett, CMC
681. These students were awarded a total of over
$15,000 in scholarship support for their first year.
This included a special donation from the members
of the Gulf-Inland section made in the memory of
MCA Life-member Joe Labauve,. Ms. McClean attended the University of Connecticut, while Ms.
Bennett attended Virginia Military Institute, both
intending to major in chemistry. We continue to be
generously assisted by and enormously grateful for
matching funds from the Marine Gas Hazards Control Program in our scholarship program.
Please note that applications for the 2009 scholarship awards are due by Friday, May 4, 2009.
Forms may be downloaded from the MCA website,
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or contact Ed Willwerth for mailed copies.

lucky and the unlucky. And the lucky ones are
those who die immediately. Badly burnt survivors are condemned, he said, to lives of pain,
disfigurement, disability, and isolation, not
only socially, but even from sunlight.
4. Gas and vapor explosions, as in the petroleum
industry, often give warning by meter readings,
smells, etc. Dust explosion warnings are exclusively visual: If your finger can write in dust
(assume layer of ~1/8 inch), that dust, when
airborne, can make an explosive cloud approximately ten feet deep
5. Preventing dust explosions is not a new technology. Electrical safety, bag-houses, ventilation,
flexible vent louvers; all are decades old. But
all can be futile in the face of gross neglect of
that most basic remedy: housekeeping.
6. Often, housekeeping is synonymous with money:
Plants must be programmed for routine “downtime,” wherein workers, (often in respiratory
protection,) remove accumulations of dust from
overhead structure such as rafters, from ventilation ducting, from storage shelving, etc.
With Mr. Cholin’s lessons in mind, Marine Chemists had an enlightened interest in last February’s
Imperial Sugar Refinery fire. Cursory research reveals:
• Photographs taken years before the explosion
showed piles of sugar dust on overhead structure
and upper floors of the refinery.
• In the “mill” area, where granular was ground to
confectionary sugar, powdered sugar had accumulated on the floor to “mid-leg” height.
• Airborne sugar made it difficult for workers to see
each other.
• The vice-president in charge of operations said,
of the refinery, “I was surprised we hadn’t killed
anybody already because the plant was so dangerous.”
• Worker training can be extremely important.
There was a 5-minute interval between primary
and secondary explosions in the Imperial disaster. Many people, later injured or killed, could
have easily self-rescued had they been properly
trained.
Larger lessons:
1. In 2005 The Chemical Safety Board, noting that
in the previous 25 years 280 dust explosions that
had killed 120 workers and injured 700, recommended that OSHA replace the patchwork industry approach with a dust explosion standard.
(A similar effort, decades earlier, had been
highly effective in the grain industry.) OSHA,
moved by a Congressional Committee hearing
that gave then OSHA Director a scathing review, moved suggested responses to the issue on

Dust Explosions - (Submitted by Chairman Don Sly)
It turned out to be ironic that MCA invited John
Cholin, P.E., to speak at our 2007 Annual Seminar in
Charleston, SC. We had done so because of a nearmiss involving materials many of us see on a daily
basis, but had never given a proper degree of respect
as a fire and explosion hazard: industrial combustible dust. I'm sure all who attended were stunned
when, the following February, an incredibly violent explosion completely destroyed a sugar refinery in Georgia, killing fourteen workers. Suddenly
the whole nation was focused on this hazard. But
the factors covered in Mr. Cholin's presentation
were clear enough.
Mr. Cholin, has chaired the subject NFPA technical committee for 10 years, had written four chapters for the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, and
regularly instructs at NFPA seminars. It was enormously informative, and deserves to part of all our
concerns as we inspect our spaces and learn, as required, the scope of work.
Mr. Cholin distilled a lifetime’s knowledge and
experience into an hour’s technical instruction on
dust explosions. Among the lessons we took away
from the session were these:
1. For a dust explosion, four things are needed:
a) sufficient quantity of airborne particles, generally less (depending on the substance) than
about 400 microns in their longest dimension,
b) stored chemical energy in particles, carbonaceous (process resin, flour, sugar) or metallic
(aluminum),
c) ignition source (machine friction, electric arcing, open lights, snap switches, etc.), and
d) containment (a building, silo, tank, vault) to
accumulate explosion pressure
2. Dust explosions are extremely physically destructive, for three reasons:
a) Concentrated suspension of dust has more mass
than comparable volume of vapor,
b) building construction (with roofs and interior
flooring, held in place largely by weight)
virtually guarantees destructive implosion
when walls are deformed by even a relatively low-energy (5-10 psi) impulse, and
c) A unique destructive feature of dust explosions
is their sequential nature, wherein a relatively small and localized “pop” dislodges
gross amounts of dust from overhead structure.
This gross suspension then explodes in an extremely destructive “secondary” event.
3. Dust explosions cause the most horrific and gruesome of injuries. Mr. Cholin opined that there
are two types of victims in a dust explosion; the
4

to the US Senate, where action died in the activities of last fall's presidential election.
2. Between the CSB’s call for regulation and the
Imperial Sugar explosion another 70 explosions
killed 14 more people and caused another 68 injuries.
3. Only OSHA is capable of a nation-wide standard
on the hazards leading to dust explosions.

who hold simultaneous certification as CMC, CIH
and CSP (to say nothing of his other notable certifications).
Troy was one of the owners and Principal-InCharge of Marine & Environmental Testing
(M&ET) for over 20 years, prior to the firm’s acquisition by AMEC. Troy is now a Senior Associate
with AMEC Earth & Environmental in Portland,
Oregon. He lives with wife Debra (also a CIH,
employed with the world-recognized IH team of
Liberty Mutual Insurance) outside Portland in
Clackamas.
Troy has served the Marine Chemist profession in a
variety of ways including:
• Chairman of the Marine Chemist Association
from 1993-95, and Chairman of the MCA Education Committee from 1991-92.
• MCA technical committee during the revision of
the 29 CFR 1915 shipyard standards for confined
space work, Subpart B.
• Developer of Fed-OSHA's Training Institute’s
Maritime Health and Safety Course for Shipyards, and has served as the primary instructor
for the course since 1982. This has helped to
raise both industries’ and OSHA’s awareness of
and appreciation for the Marine Chemist profession.
• He worked with OSHA in the development of
the web-page e-tool for shipyards and served as
one of the primary technical authors. He continues to be one of the primary instructor’s for
OSHA Regional Training Centers for the current
OSHA 5400 Maritime Train the Trainer course.
Troy coordinated Marine Chemist activities during
the Exxon Valdez clean-up and demobilization operation when M&ET was selected by Exxon as a key
safety contractor. He also coordinated industrial
hygiene and safety activities at foreign shipyards
in Singapore during ship repair operations on several large tankers. He conducted several comprehensive industrial hygiene and safety surveys
aboard large tank ships during loading, cleaning
and transit operations.
Troy worked with NFPA to develop their Shipyard Competent Person course and has been an
NFPA instructor for many years, conducting courses
across the United States and as far away as Singapore. He also developed and taught Shipyard
Health and Safety Courses for Exxon/SeaRiver,
Keystone Shipping, BP, Alaska Tankers, several
shipyards and the US Coast Guard.
Troy has served on the Oregon Governor’s Occupational Safety and Health (GOSH) committee several years and has provided industrial hygiene,
safety and confined space training at multiple
GOSH conferences.

Troy Corbin, (center) , holding grandson "Jones" and wife
Debra, posed at the MCA's 50th Annual Seminar at the
Seattle Hilton, with family members (from the left) daughter-in-law Carmen and son Drew Corbin, daughter Nicole
and son-in law Spencer Jones.

Troy Corbin Receives MCA Achievement Award The program at the MCA's Annual Seminar in Seattle in August included recognition of the professional contributions of Troy Corbin, CMC 644, to the
health and safety in American industry. Approximately eighty attendees at the opening breakfast
listened to the list of achievements Troy had made
during a career that began in the 1970's. Troy began
his career as a medical technician in Lubbock Texas
after completing studies in medical technology. He
met Debra there, a chemistry student and a medical
technician. He answered an inquiry for employment as a compliance officer with the relatively
new Occupational Safety & Health Administration, and after training with OSHA spent time in
the field doing site inspections. He later moved to
Portland and after several shipyard inspections
and accident investigations, became interested in
what marine chemists do for a living and eventually received his certification from NFPA in 1983.
In addition to his certification from NFPA, Troy
is a Certified Industrial Hygienist
(CIH/Comprehensive Practice), Certified Safety
Professional (CSP), Certified Hazard Control
Manager (CHCM) and NFPA Certified Marine
Chemist (CMC). He is also a member of the National Environmental Training Association
(NETA). Troy is one of five US safety professionals
5

He has represented the Marine Chemist Profession by presenting Confined Space and Occupational
Health and Safety presentations at national and
regional conferences such as the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) and National
Hazardous Material conferences and tradeshows.
He also presented OSHA and Confined Space
training for the Department of Energy at DOE sites
throughout the United States.
In addition to his professional recognition by
MCA, in 1991 Troy was elected the Health Professional of the Year by the Columbia-Willamette
Chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE) and Oregon-OSHA. He was also
awarded the Distinguished Industrial Hygienist of
the year in 2006 by the Pacific Northwest Section
of the American Industrial Hygiene Association
(AIHA).
Troy was joined by his family in Seattle for the
presentation.

concluded nevertheless that prowess can't develop
fast enough to prevent calamity. Other, equally
serious observers see flaws in this reasoning. A
problem with peak oil theory is its tendency to become a political cause and hence to escape the professional debate it deserves. In politics, peak oil
too easily comes to mean—simply, definitively,
and incorrectly—resource exhaustion. Policy responses thus become panicky, expensive and misdirected.
The surge in oil prices that ended last July did not
signal the fateful manifestation of geologic limits
on oil supply. It did signal, among other things, the
world's latest encounter with limits on the ability
to bring oil products to market at rates demanded by
consumers. The constraints were on the surface, not
underground: production equipment, drilling rigs,
pipelines, tankers, refining capacity, equipment,
and supplies. Obviously undaunted by thoughts of
geologic constraint, producers were adding production capacity when the market reversed and prices
plunged.
The prior hard encounter of consumption with
supply limits occurred in the mid-1990s after a decade of bottom-bumping oil prices and rising consumption. Pressure subsided when consumption fell
after the Asian financial collapse of late 1997.
When demand revived, another price rising squeeze
became inevitable.
A comparison of these episodes is useful. Global
production of crude oil and lease condensate in 1997
was 65.7 million b/d. When data stabilize for the
year just ended, annual average production probably will be about 74 million b/d. In fact, the global
trend since the recent low of 53.3 million b/d in
1983, despite occasional down-years, is solidly upward. The gains, though, come from increasingly
expensive projects. Among casualties of the recent
price slump are projects not nearly so prevalent in
the 1990s, such as heavy oil expansions in Canada
and developments in ultra-deep water.
Complex message - The message in all this is not
simple. The world will not soon run out of oil, but
new oil supplies are increasingly hard to find or
expensive to produce—or both. While the timing of
peak oil production remains subject to dispute, the
faster consumption grows the sooner that landmark
must arrive. Furthermore, in times of economic
health, oil consumption reaches growth rates that
the physical supply system can't match unless
prices climb to levels that prove to be unsustainable. If nothing else, the geologic constraints that
inform peak oil theory amplify this effect.
These observations should alarm no one. They
define an evolution in the nature of supply within
an expanding energy market. They do not require

Peak oil and politics (Editorial Page, The Oil &
Gas Journal, January 5, 2009)
Peak oil theory is important both to consider and
to keep in perspective, especially as government
activism regains traction in the world's largest oilconsuming country. The theory addresses a question
of obvious importance: future availability of an
energy source with competitively overwhelming
form value. It also raises problems.
According to peak oil theory, geologic constraints
are closing in on global capacity to produce crude
oil. After reaching a postulated peak, which may
be imminent, production must decline, perhaps rapidly. The scenario leads some observers to seek
governmental responses to a looming if indistinct
decline in energy supply.
Intuitive theory - To some extent, peak oil theory is
intuitive. The world has an essentially fixed endowment of liquid hydrocarbon; as far as anyone
knows, rates of extraction greatly exceed rates of
natural oil generation. Intuition says the world
someday must exhaust the resource. Before then,
production must peak.
Nature, however, isn't that simple. Oil production is not a uniform activity. Some of it is cheap
and based on massive reservoirs that were relatively easy to find. Some of it is more costly, coming from complex reservoirs in difficult environments. Some reservoirs now on production were invisible to exploration early in the Petroleum Age,
awaiting refinements of geologic theory and exploratory methods. Those refinements have not
ceased. Serious proponents of peak oil theory understand the evolutionary nature of exploration
and production knowledge and skill. They have
6

panicky political responses. They do highlight
the importance of conservation, non-oil energy
forms and a regulatory environment in which adaptation receives guidance more from economics than
from politics.

The submarine, ordered to suspend trials and return immediately to port in Russia's far-eastern
Primorye territory, did so under her own power.
At first it was said a fire broke out in the nose of
the vessel, and therefore, the nuclear reactor, situated toward the stern, was not affected (i.e., there
was an immediate claim from Russian naval sources
that there was no radiation leakage). Of the 208
people on board when the incident happened,
eighty-one were officers and sailors, with the balance shipyard workers and technicians.
The Akula II class subs are reputed to be the most
sophisticated, quiet and dangerous nuclearpowered boats in the Russian fleet, and at 12,000
metric tons, have the displacement of a WWII
cruiser. Nevertheless, Russia's track record for
submarine-safety is infamous. This was only Russia's latest of many accidents, and the worst since
the sinking of the KURSK, which went down in the
Barents Sea in August 2000 with all 118 aboard.
After a two-year investigation, Russian ProsecutorGeneral Vladimir Ustinov declared that no one was
directly to blame for the KURSK's loss. It concluded a fuel leak in a faulty torpedo caused the
disaster, and, since no one could have foreseen the
accident, naval commanders could not be prosecuted
for the loss of the ship and its crew.
In the next few weeks after the NEPRA incident,
a number of contrary reports surfaced in the press.
First was that the submarine was not damaged in
the accident - negating the claim that there was a
fire onboard. Reports then claimed that the onboard fire safety system, initially thought to have
malfunctioned, was in perfect working order. It was
then held that a technician was the source of a release of Freon®-based fire suppressant into the
forward space. Reports in the Russian press
claimed workers were seen to have been "collapsing
as though they had been shot" during the release,
leading some to speculate the fire suppressant was
contaminated with a highly toxic additive, introduced "simply ... to economize." When the "highly
toxic agent" was then reported to be trichlorotrifluoroethane (Freon® 119), doubts of the toxicity
claims began surface, and thoughts shifted to rapid
anoxia in the forward space as the released agent
flushed oxygen to low percentage levels - a well
established and understood potential accident on
ships with fire-suppressant systems.
Press releases then claimed that the disaster was
the fault of a naval technician (Dmitry Grobov)
who initiated the release, "without permission",
and was later charged with “criminally negligent
homicide”, and of "mishandling a temperature sensor" onboard the sub. Reports stated he was facing
between five and seven years in prison, if found

China Invests Her Surplus - The December 8, 2008
Oil & Gas Journal carried an interesting article entitled " China Seeks Oil Security Through Fleet
Expansion", by Chinese economists M. Gu and S. Li.
In summary, China is just behind the U.S. as the
world's no. 2 oil importer. With little significant
domestic supply, however, China is nevertheless
even more dependent upon imported oil than the
U.S. Nearly half of that oil must come from the
Middle East and 90% currently comes on foreign bottoms.
Recognizing the potential strategic vulnerability for itself, the current government has decided to
invest in the domestic production of 70 additional
VLCCs. This would change her carrying capacity
from something over 10 million tonnes/year to 90
million tonnes/year. In a strategy dubbed "nation's
oil, nation's fleet", China's shipyards and steel
mills will be humming for years as the government
has promised "financial support for shipyards
building VLCCs". (With the spectacular tradesurplus vis-a-vis the U.S., China should have no
problem finding the money.)
China delivered her first 300,000 DWT VLCC
from the Dalian Shipbuilding Industry yard in 2002
to Iran. She launched a 299,000 VLCC in 2006, so
her capability is proven. This program is also
strongly supported in that it fires up China's steel
industry at a time of weak international demand.
(Allowing two tons for a car, fifteen feet for its
length, and that one (metric) tonne weighs 1.1
(U.S.) tons, one 300,000 DW tonne steel VLCC would
represent the metal used in a bumper-to-bumper,
three-lane traffic jam over 156 miles long. Now
multiply that by 70 VLCCs.: that's the kind of economic activity this move represents. I wonder if
the Congressmen of unemployed American steel
workers and shipbuilders were ever aware of this?)

ACCIDENTS
First Russian Submarine Accident - It's strange and
alarming how far the implications and consequences of shipboard atmospheric safety can extend. On or about Sunday, 9 November, 2008, three
sailors and seventeen shipyard workers were killed
onboard the Russian nuclear-powered Akula IIclass attack submarine NEPRA while undergoing
sea trials in the Sea of Japan. A further twenty-one
were injured and were ferried ashore by support
vessels.
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guilty. Poor Grobov was then sent for "psychological evaluation" by the state.
Then came another shift: reports casting suspicion
as to a negligent or even purposeful act began to surface in the press. First was the fact that the construction of the submarine, started in 1991, was suspended for over a decade due to a lack of funding. It
was stated Russian shipyards have almost always
been behind schedule. In the case of the NERPA,
sea trials were once set to start in 2007. Some reports speculated the builders and inspectors may
have felt pressure to speed things along - presumably at the cost of safety and QA. It turned out there
were serious reasons for the need to hurry on this
vessel.
The final press reports available tend toward a
technical glitch: The accident, in all probability,
was caused by a computer. A Russian daily reported on November 19, “We submariners are
unanimous: a computer program failed. Previously,
the submarine fire suppression system had always
started manually on the commander’s orders. Now
it is launched electronically.” So claimed Ensign
Yevgeny Ovsyannikov, a technical specialist on
the NEPRA, as reported by the Komsomolskaya
Pravda. He added that it was the first time this
computerized system had been used on the submarine during the sea trials, and, most significantly,
that the computer program had malfunctioned during dock trials.
Final reports on the charges brought against the
technician Grobov had a statement added that investigators were "also considering other versions,
including a technical malfunction".
The story became even more complex when it was
pointed out that, “The problem with Russian defense industry is that it uses Soviet technology and
pieces of equipment made twenty years ago to make
new weapons”. Interestingly, this statement came
not from a Russian source, but from a senior Indian
Navy official requesting anonymity.
It has been known for some time that, though denied officially by both Russia and India, the
NEPRA was actually headed for the Indian, and
not the Russian Navy, and she was long overdue.
As part of a vigorous Indian naval expansion program, its navy awaits six French-Spanish Scorpene
class diesel-electric attack submarines scheduled
for delivery between 2012 and 2017. These subs will
augment sixteen conventional diesel boats already
in its forces. Far more significantly, however, India
plans to deploy at least three nuclear submarines
armed with long-range strategic missiles by 2015.
According to press reports from defense sources, the
three Indian-designed nuclear submarines are under
construction as part of a top-secret Advanced Tech-

nology Vessel (ATV) program, but the Indian navy
needs to gain first-hand experience in nuclear submarine operations, deployment and maintenance
prior to the deployment of the domestically made
subs. When completed, this will add India to the
US, Britain, Russia, France, and China as nations
with submarine-borne, and presumably (if not already confirmed), sea-launched ballistic and/or
cruise nuclear weapons capabilities. Pakistan will
almost certainly not be left far behind.
In order to make for a smooth transition to a morenuclear navy, it was widely reported that, under a
$650 million deal signed with Russia in January
2004 (and significantly financed by India), the
NEPRA was to have been completed in Russia, then
delivered to India and commissioned as the INS
CAHKRA in August 2009. It would then stay in a
ten-year lease, primarily to train Indian crews to
operate a nuclear vessel.
In August 2008, Indian naval officials were quoted
as stating, “After various delays, the nuclearpowered vessel (NERPA) for crew training will
come some time next year (i.e., in 2009)". The
“Akula will be used to train our crew before they
come up at the platform that will be developed by
India's (still evolving) Defense Research and Development Organization in two years,” it was said.
Now, however, the scheduled delivery of the
submarine to the Indian Navy is almost certain to
be delayed, with a wary India expected to demand
more stringent guarantees from Moscow. The
NERPA was probably on the agenda when Russian
President Dmitry Medvedev began his first visit to
India in early December. As Indian Naval officials
said, “It is true that both the governments (Russian
and Indian) were negotiating about this vessel.
This is also true that Russian Navy was to commission the submarine in their fleet. What is going on
now I cannot say.”
It's strange and alarming, indeed, just how far
the implications and consequences of shipboard atmospheric safety can extend.
Second Russian Submarine Accident: Lost, Recovered and Lost - A few years ago, the USS
SARATOGA MUSEUM FOUNDATION bought a
Russian diesel-electric ballistic missile submarine
known as the Juliett-484 from the cash-strapped
former Soviet Union. This was an attempt to generate funds toward eventually securing and supporting the decommissioned SARATOGA from the US
Navy as a museum ship - thus saving the carrier
from being scrapped or sunk as an artificial reef.
The impressive submarine was made available
to the public in Providence, RI, and drew profitable
crowds for the foundation, as hoped. It even had its
"15 minutes of fame" a few years ago as the vessel
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used in the making of the movie, "K-19: The Widowmaker" starring Harrison Ford.
On April 17, 2007, however, she suffered a fatal
turn of events. A fierce storm combined astronomically high tides, wind pounding in from an unusual
direction (east), heavy rain and a storm surge (perhaps exacerbated by the closing of the hurricane
barrier just upstream), and caught the sub, riding
high on its mooring lines, shifting in its normal
berth. The vessel, already with relatively little
freeboard, began to take on water. Her berth was
also too close to the discharge area of the hurricane
barrier control system discharge during the storm.
This caught the stern of the sub, swung it out from
shore and suppressed it as well. Available personnel eventually called the USCG, announcing the
flooding had reached a crisis and that they were
going to drop pumps to save the vessel. Concerned
about what might be pumped into the bay, the attempted rescue was put on hold until the USCG arrived. By the time they arrived, she was on the
bottom at its Collier Point Park mooring. She eventually settled with about a 50˚ list to port with
only the periscope masts still above water.
The submarine was raised in Mid-September,
and marine chemist Pat Hickey, CMC 669, was
called to certify the hull for entry. Pat forwarded
several photos (below) and commentary on the
tragic loss.
Once raised it was determined that the vessel
couldn't be made museum-quality again, and she
was bought for scrap by a nearby metals dealer. Just
afterwards, the economic collapse took the price of
scrap to a level where even the scrap yard couldn't
process it for what they paid, and thus she sits in
Providence harbor, waiting anxiously, like everyone else, for the promised economic Recovery.

Damage to the outer hull (which was in bad shape
before it sank) was caused by cables used by the
Navy salvage crew used to right her.

Evidentally, the interior was in pretty good cosmetic shape before the sinking. (It had, after all,
been used in a movie so everything was painted up.)
See what 16 months on the bottom does?
AGST Explosion - One man was killed and three
others were injured on October 8, 2008 in an explosion near Honolulu at a company that processes used
fuel oil.
The blast was centered on a 9,500-gallon above
ground storage tank at PSC Industrial Outsourcing
Co., or Philip Services Corp. The man who was
killed had been welding as a contractor for a small
industrial mechanical contractor called Panco.
Panco had been hired to weld rails on a "waste oil
tank" Honolulu police said. He had paused and
asked a co-worker to adjust the welding machine,
and seconds later the tank containing used motor oil
exploded a few feet from the victim, police said.
The dead welder was later identified as being 23,
married with an infant son, and had just moved
back to Honolulu from Las Vegas with his family.

Here Pat is checking for the usual, plus chlorine,
prior to entry and inspection of the just-raised sub.
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Two of the injured worked for Panco, while another
worker at an adjacent business, Bonded Materials,
also was injured.

October 8 & 9, 2008)
Three Family Members Involved in AGST Toxicity
Fatality - With the nearly expected routine of
would-be rescuers taken down trying to retrieve a
fallen entrant, on Friday night, May 30, 2008, a
tragic fatality took the life of a seventeen year-old
boy working with his brother and father while
cleaning a gasoline tank in Ohio. The boy was
working as part of a small family cleaning business
near the small rural Auburn Township, about 25
miles southeast of Cleveland. The tank was a large
aboveground gasoline storage tank owned by a local
distributor, Ullman Oil.
First reports evidently came in from another
young boy at the site. The tank, as reported by firefighters at the scene, was "nearly empty". The father had entered to fine clean tank residues. He
was later reported to have put on an organic-vapor
cartridge respirator. After the initial signs of trouble from the father, the two brothers entered the
tank to assist their father, who evidently couldn't
pull himself out. After dropping in through the 2foot hatch, the boys (reportedly over six feet tall
and weighing over 200 pounds each, and without
any PPE) were quickly knocked down by gasoline
vapor and couldn't force their incapacitated father
to the outside air. Rescue services from the township and neighboring communities arrived and began a chaotic rescue that lasted over four hours.
Once removed, the father and older brother were
rushed off to the MetroHealth Medical Center, but
the younger brother, found lying face down in gasoline when the firefighters entered the tank, was
clearly dead by the time he was removed from the
tank. He had to be stripped of his gasoline-soaked
clothing before the coroner could examine him. As
has been the case in other similar incidents, the
father (initial entrant) recovered quickly and was
released from the hospital that night. The older
brother (nineteen) remained in a coma, after his
younger brother was officially declared dead.
It was noted by the responding fire-fighters that
the respirator worn by the father was air-purifying
and not air supplying, nor were any of the standard
retrieval devices to assist in the removal normally
associated with permit-required work. A reasonable premise was that the cartridges in the device
became saturated, and at breakthrough the high
vapor levels incapacitated the father. The sons,
straining heavily to remove their father and unprotected, took in the vapor even faster and were
knocked out soon after entry. The Auburn chief
stated, "Certainly the two kids did not have any
safety equipment when they went in to rescue their
dad. When the two sons went in, they went down

The force of the explosion propelled the young
welder 75 to 100 feet (horizontal distance), and he
landed on and then near a pickup truck in the parking lot of the Bonded property. The truck had major
damage to its bed and sides. The tank that exploded was blown from its scaffolding some 30 feet.
The contractors doing the renovations were said
not to be authorized to be "where they were", said
the plant's general manager. "The plant was shut
down". He declined to elaborate. The facility was
being renovated at the time of the explosion and
was not operating.
The explosion could be heard several blocks
away. An owner of nearby VNC Drywall, said he
heard a "big, hollow boom." "This is too close to
home," he said.
After the blast, family members and co-workers
rushed to the site and some were visibly shaken
and crying. They declined to speak to the media.
Fire investigators were at the scene yesterday to
try to determine how the explosion happened.
There was no secondary fire after the explosion
fire, according to the Honolulu Fire Department.
The man who died suffered "extensive multisystem trauma". Paramedics pronounced him dead
at 1:36 p.m., firemen said.
The tank was variously reported to have held
"used fuel oil," and "used waste oil" and used lube
oil".
"That's what Philip Services called it," the Fire
Department said. "It's basically the stuff that
comes from machinery, like automobile or truck
transmissions. It's classified as hazardous waste."
There was no mention of any gas-testing done at
the site nor any mention of a hot work permit in any
of the newspaper coverage. (Honolulu Advertiser,
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immediately."

fore the fire, the chief engineer, a commander,
found 346 gallons of refrigerant oil stored below the
deck plates in the auxiliary boiler room on the seventh deck. They weren't supposed to be there. He
told the auxiliary division officer, a lieutenant
junior grade, that he had found the oil. The auxiliary division officer ordered a chief machinist's
mate and a machinist's mate second class to turn the
oil in to the hazardous material division.
The chief engineer mentioned his finding at that
evening's department meeting, reminding others to
clear out any hazardous materials from their
spaces. Other department heads got his reminder
at their meeting the following day.
But the supply officer, a commander, didn't tell
his HazMat division officer about the chief engineer's finding of the refrigerant oil, and no one else
investigated the report. And the sailors in the EA03 shop didn't turn in all of the oil. The investigation found that 90 gallons never made it to HazMat
but instead were kept "on hand" in an access space
beneath a manhole cover, a space where, since 2005,
the sailors had stored technical manuals and foul
weather jackets. The reason appears to be convenience: A machinist's mate second class told investigators, "It is hard to get things from HazMat."
Investigators suspect that at least one smoldering
cigarette butt, found in an exhaust fan near the
space where sailors hid the 90 gallons of refrigerant, sparked or fanned the fire. Investigators surmised that regular inspections would have forced
the sailors to report or re-move the illegally stored
oil and flammables. But the George Washington
had no program to conduct routine zone inspections,
contrary to the ship's own rules.
Problems fighting the fire - Around the time the
MM2 called DC Central on May 22 and got a busy
signal, the ship's executive officer, Capt. David
Dober, spotted white smoke aft of the is-land
while he stood in the auxiliary communications
station on the 07 level. Then two more reports arrived: Squadron Ready Room No. 5, on the 03 level
at frame 185, told the engineering officer of the
watch of white smoke. Sailors saw heavy smoke
and a glow in a corner of the dry provisions storeroom on the fifth deck at frame 180 - seven decks
below the squadron ready room.
Within two minutes, the engineering officer of
the watch reported over the 1MC smoke near the
ready room and called the at-sea fire party to the
scene. In came more reports of smoke sightings,
reaching from the sixth deck to the flight deck near
frame 180. Sailors reported bubbling paint on bulkheads and passageways. The fire was spreading.
The engineering officer of the watch told the reactor officer, a captain, that he suspected a fire in the

(Report on the $75 million FIRE ABOARD THE
USS GEORGE WASHINGTON, from the NAVY
TIMES, 27 OCT 08, by Gidget Fuentes, forwarded by
(and thanks to) Jim Chandler.)
At 6 a.m. May 22, an ensign standing aft of Elevator No. 3 aboard the aircraft carrier George Washington smelled smoke. The officer told a chief boatswain's mate. Both suspected the ship's incinerator
was the source, but a check of the machine revealed
no problem. The crew continued to prepare for an
underway replenishment as the ship sailed off the
west coast of South America, not knowing that a
discarded cigarette butt had somehow ignited cans
of refrigerant compressor oil, papers and clothing,
starting what would become a raging fire in the
lower aft decks of the nuclear-powered ship.
At 7:45 a.m. - almost two hours after the ensign
smelled smoke - a machinist's mate second class in
the Air Conditioning and Refrigerant Division office on the sixth deck saw smoke wafting from a
manhole cover leading to an adjoining auxiliary
boiler exhaust and supply space. The sailor called
Damage Control Central, but the line was busy.
The sailor left the space to notify the at-sea fire
party but never told DC Central.
By then, the fire had spread through ventilation
trunks and cableways, alerting other crew members
of the danger in their midst. It would be 12 hours
before the fire was contained and the ship secured
from general quarters; 37 crew members were
treated for minor burns and smoke-related injuries.
Despite the fact that the fire damaged 80 spaces
and cost $70 million to repair, it could have been
far worse. A command investigation into the incident showed the GW was a disaster waiting to
happen. The high-level investigation - released
Oct. 3 - found a weak damage control program, unconcerned leadership, lax inspections and poor
oversight by the chain of command. The crew made
a spirited effort to fight the fire, but the incident
revealed major flaws in the ship's most basic mission next to war fighting at sea: preventing and
fighting fires. It became the biggest carrier fire
since the 1967 blaze aboard the carrier
FORRESTAL, which killed 134 crewmembers.
And it didn't have to happen. "The start of the
fire and its magnitude was the result of a series of
human acts that could have been prevented by
George Washington personnel," Rear Adm. Frank
Drennan, who commands Naval Mine and AntiSubmarine Warfare Command in San Diego, wrote
in the report. The following is based on that investigation.
Oil cans ignored - Sometime in April, a month be11

ventilation system.
About 8:20 a.m., four sailors reported they were
trapped in the Pump Room No. 3 control room, on
the seventh deck. Intense heat and smoke blocked
their only exit through an access trunk. About that
same time, commanding officer Capt. Dave Dykhoff ordered the ship to general quarters.
For several hours, firefighting teams fanned
across more than a half-dozen decks and multiple,
smoke-choked compartments to stage a massive,
multiple-front at-tack on the fires. They sweated
under their heavy equipment and breathing apparatus as bulky hoses bulged with water. Sailors
reported seeing water boiling on the decks. The
massive effort eventually brought the four sailors
to safety after hours trapped in the ship's belly.
The ship was safe, but another kind of heat was
just beginning. The George Washington-destined for
its new overseas home port and role as the first U.S.
nuclear aircraft carrier in Japan-was about to fall
under an unforgiving spotlight. When it was over,
the commanding officer and executive officer were
sacked, and six others received administrative punishments.
Scathing criticism - After identifying the fire's
source, investigators then turned to how the crew
fought it. The top investigator found a weak DC
training program that didn't run enough drills, had
too few experienced personnel and too few sailors on
its DC training teams. On top of all that were senior shipboard leaders unconcerned with those problems. In his critical endorsement of the report, Pacific Fleet commander Adm. Robert Willard
blamed the fire's extensive damage on systemic discrepancies and a lax command, and he criticized
the lack of damage control training and oversight
to ensure the ship resolved its problems. He also
noted that it took nearly eight hours before Damage Control Central discovered the fire's starting
point. Investigators identified other problems that
made a bad situation worse:
Too few drills - The George Washington conducted three general quarters drills in the first six
weeks after leaving Norfolk, Va., on its way to its
new home port. Drennan said the three drills were
"insufficient to address the major concern to increase
basic DC training and knowledge throughout the
ship's crew."
Missing or malfunctioning DC equipment - The
majority of Repair Locker 1-B's firefighting ensembles lacked liners, which help protect skin from
heat. The liners were being laundered at the time.
One sailor tried a shortcut, putting on two sets of
the ensembles that lacked the liners, but he got
slight burns on his legs and arms. Multiple repair
lockers had faulty batteries for their thermal im-

agers, which are hand-held cameras that allow
firefighters to see through smoke, revealing hot
spots and heat or fire temperatures on walls,
hatches or inside spaces and rooms. On May 22, onscene leaders had no portable radios, and teams
didn't have enough helmet lights.
Poor DC command - On the day of the fire, Repair Locker No. 5 deployed fire teams and managed
the larger firefighting effort, a coordinating role
usually done by DC Central. DC Central personnel
couldn't properly sort through all the incoming reports to determine the fire's location and coordinate
the rescue of the four sailors, and it took them 50
minutes after they learned of the fire's source to
report it over the 1MC.
A fractured DC oration - The fire marshal, a lieutenant, lacked the experience typical for the job
aboard a carrier. The chief engineer didn't recognize that special damage control training for sailors in each division hadn't been done until a month
before the fire. That was when the skipper received a plan to improve and strengthen the program. And the ship's smoking policy wasn't covered in the ship's own "school of the ship" indoctrination training, which usually teaches new crew
members about the ship's regulations and standards
and covers issues ranging from safety to physical
training and conduct. Enforcement was poor, too.
Two crewmembers told investigators they'd found
butts outside of authorized smoking areas, including
near a vent duct in Pump Room No. 3
Investigators also found that external evaluations by Naval Air Force Atlantic, Carrier Strike
Group 8, Afloat Training Group and the Board of
Inspection and Survey had raised concerns about
damage control and hazardous material handling
during the ship's unit-level training. Drennan said
a "lack of common focus" by Dykhoff and Dober and
their inability to resolve the issues allowed problems with fundamental "weaknesses" in damage
control capabilities to fester. "Neither the CO nor
the XO were adequately involved in assessing and
improving the DC readiness of the command," he
wrote in an addendum. The ship's XO "believed
that the DCTT and his crew were undergoing the
standard learning curve for a carrier undergoing
that phase of training," he added.
Blame goes higher - The George Washington
spent nine months doing unit-level training, longer
than the usual six months for Nimitz-class carriers.
The ship's ISIC, or immediate superior in charge,
who oversees most external evaluations, was Naval Air Force Atlantic. The role transferred in December to Carrier Strike Group 8 during the transit
to San Diego. Drennan noted that from June 2007 to
March 18, 2008, external evaluations of the ship's
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training and readiness "consistently pointed to
weaknesses" in the DCTT's ability to train the crew
and "significant weaknesses" in the DC Petty Officer program. The problems were validated by an
InSurv report and material inspection, he wrote.
Willard, in his endorsement, went a step further.
The Pacific Fleet commander pointed some blame
toward GW's superiors, questioning the decision to
over-haul the ship's manning and training processes during the work-up period, along with the
criteria used to give ships a passing grade when
major deficiencies were found. Willard also found
"possible shortcomings" in the oversight roles by
ISICs and type commanders. The Carrier Strike
Group 8 commander had no plan of action to address
the deficiencies, Willard wrote, and ISIC and TyCom's actions "did little to assist USS George
Washington to be better prepared to deal with a
fire of this magnitude."
Both Fleet Forces Command and Pacific Fleet
"must demand more complete oversight and handson engagement in corrective actions by TyCom and
ISIC commanders and their staffs," he added.

•

MCA Executive Committee Minutes
Chicago Hilton O'Hare Airport Hotel
Chicago, IL, Sunday, 19 October 2008

•

• Call to Order: 08:00
• Roll Call: Don Sly/Chairman, Donald
Raffo/Chairman-Elect, John Bell/PastChair, Stephen Gronda/Atlantic Section
(April '09), Richard Marstellar/Atlantic
Section (April'10) John Fernandez/Pacific
Section (April, '09), Philip Dovinh, Pacific
section, (April '10), Brian Axelrad/GulfInland Section (April '10), Tom Littlepage,
Gulf-Inland Section, (Substituting for Johnny
Phillippi/Gulf-Inland Section (April 09,)
Larry Russell/NFPA, Ed
Willwerth/Secretary-treasurer, Les
Blaize/Assistant-secretary.
• MCA Program Orientation/Ed (Postponed until Annual Seminar & New ExCom Representatives need it.)
• Minutes of Last Meeting/Comments, Changes
& Approval: Motion made to accept, seconded, unanimously passed.
• Committee Reports:
• NFPA/Larry: NFPA 312 is in its review
cycle closing date is 1 December. Please
submit items for change/discussion. Don
Raffo will be representing ASA on NFPA
312.
Larry has learned that USCG in the Western Rivers Sector will require that, for
USCG inspectors using CMC certificates as

•

•
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proof of safe entry conditions, the vessel
must be inspected within 24 hours to maintain the certificate validity for the purposes of USCG safety. (Philip Dovinh
states this is policy in Seattle as well.
This is stricter than requirements in NFPA
306 (See § 4.6.2) or 29CFR1915 ("as often as
necessary")).
Larry has received reports of recent incidents involving certified CHT tanks &
"SFW" deisgnations, "chemist-shopping",
alleged poor inspection techniques in front
of clients are not in keeping with what the
intent in 306. (Possible issues for training in
this spring's seminars.) Larry also has discussed the lack of a chemist in Philadelphia after Danny Bruce's sudden withdrawal with USCG - there have been no
reported problems: so far Dave Capen &
Tony Matthews have covered the port successfully
MCQB/ Larry: Will meet at NFPA HQ in
Quincy in early November. One trainee,
John Lee Bell, will stand for certification.
No agenda yet.
MFSAC/MGHCP/Larry & Ed: Scheduled to
meet January 7, 2009, in Washington DC,
API HQ. Larry has received permission
from MGHCP for ChemCert to be updated
by Ron Capone to include changes in NFPA
306, 2009 Edition.
SSRAC Committee/Ed, report from Jim
Chandler was received just after the ExCom
meeting in Seattle. Jim's combination of
past military service and experience specializing in naval vessel repair as CMC
make him the ideal candidate for this
service to MCA and USN. There were no serious controversial issues involving the
use/requirement of CMCs by Navy contracts
in this year's meeting.
NFPA 306/John, Les. Ed: Les explained an issue
regarding 4.6.2 and certificate issued to a sub,
can the prime contractor "work off that certificate". (This is a reversal of normal
Prime/Subcontractor arrangements.) The main
concern is that any SCPs maintaining the certificate must be listed with any company referring to the certificate as allowing their
work. Concerns about "Complete Scope of the
Work" seemed to offer additional subjects for
the Sectional Seminars.
Report of spikes in CMC activity, especially
in Norfolk's BAE Shipyard (very heavily
structured with sub-contracted labor), have
evidently not been mirrored in the San Diego

yards, and even in the Norfolk area, relatively increased activity seems limited to
that BAE Shipyard.
• MACOSH/Don Raffo - Re-chartering has
not taken place and will probably not be
done until after the November presidential
election. The current uncertain economic
situation seems to leave it all in question.
The Subpart F regulations (general shipyard safety) are still being addressed &
developed. Philip states that the changes
may be put in affect in a couple of years.
Philip recommended that the proposed
subpart be part of MC program training, anticipating the possible eventual adoption.
• Education Committee/Don Raffo, Don Sly,
Les: Dates & possible subjects, '08 SectSems/All.
- Atlantic Section: Saturday, February 21,
2009, MITAGS, 692 Maritime Boulevard,
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090 (Tel: 410/8595700) Saturday.
(Note: There will be a CFLC course in conjunction with this first seminar, February 19
& 20. The first ExCom will follow on Sunday February 22. Ed will head committee to
assemble materials, including regulations
and text materials for the CFLC program.)
- Gulf-Inland Section: Saturday, February 28,
2009, New Orleans Airport Hilton, 901 Airline Dr., Kenner, La 70062, (Tel: 504-469-5000)
- Pacific Section: Sunday, March 8, 2009,
Bahia Resort Hotel, 998 West Mission
Bay Drive, San Diego, (Tel: 858/5397726)
- Note: MCA 2009 Annual Seminar: Royal
Sonesta Hotel, Bourbon Street, June 22, 23
& 24.
2009 Sectional Seminar Subject Suggestions &
Recommendations:
• CHT Inspections (Philip)
• 306 Changes, (Les)
• Possible PID Training, (?)
• Better writing of Limits of Detection data
on certificates,
• Explanation of Hot Work definition
change (">400˚F") (Philip & MCQB),
• Possible Control Measures (including Isolation, LO/TO, Subpart F issues, Proper use
of Ventilation,) applied to issuing certificates, (Philip, Larry & MCQB)
• Addressing "Scope of the Work" on the
certificates (Don Sly)
• Review Minimum steps in space-testing
methods (Larry & MCQB)
• Reviewing "Rules for Certification, etc.,"

regarding reporting responsibilities of
chemists to MCQB & NFPA. (Larry)
• Respiratory Protection Device Selection
Protocol and EWR designations. (Larry &
MCQB)
• Review: Best practices in Forced Mechanical Ventilation as a control measure.
(Larry & MCQB)
• Review: Inerting Spaces on tank barges,
fuel tanks, ships with fixed systems.
(Larry & MCQB)
• Review: Hot work in/on fuel tanks with
fuel still in them. (Larry & MCQB)
• Transportation of compressed gas cylinders
in CMC vehicles. (Larry)
• Case studies re: chemical substances, residues, coatings, (interesting examples, near
misses, etc)
• Review of Differences between CS work &
philosophies in 29CFR1910.146 &
29CFR1915 (Jim Bruff as instructor)
• Fighting a shipboard fire (Les)
• Shipyard Ergonomics: (See "Ergonomics
for the Prevention of Musculoskelital Disorders" OSHA publication 3341-03N, 2008)
(Tom)
• Review of Ethics and industry's perception
of the profession. (Don Sly)
• Nominations Committee/John: upcoming
elections, Spring '09. Tom Littlepage has
indicated that he will run for Chairman, as
Johnny Phillippi, who had indicated he
wanted to run, will plan to retire before his
tenured responsibilities would expire.)
Note: Bell, Axelrad, Gronda, Littlepage,
Raffo, Dovinh, Marstellar, Fernandez,
Willwerth and Sly all endorsed Tom Littlepage's candidacy.
• Ethics Committee/John - Issues about CHT
tanks and SWF designations in one area
were resolved in accord with the MCA code
of ethics. Other calls about pricing as an
ethical issue were clarified as not being
ethical as opposed to a business issues.
• Insurance MC Fund Report/Ed - The Fund
continues in good shape. MCF has met and
exceeded its originally established (1982)
target reserve assets. Claims have not been
filed against the Fund for several years,
allowing a slow accumulation of reserves to
cover eventual actions. A design for
auditiing certificate information reported
by MCF members with information reported
to MGHCP in a secure manner was
explained.
• By Laws Committee Report/Ed - No activ14

ity or issues/no report.
• Secretary's Report/Ed - Please get expense
reports in so reimbursement can be made.
Profit & Loss and Balance sheet distributed. Ed discussed the approximate level
of assets for the last few years. They are
essentially steady but indicate significant
increases in meeting expenses, which is expected to continue as a trend. We might ask
for an increase in our 2009-2010 MGHCP
grant request to cover these costs. Our accountant is pleased with current structure of
scholarship program as consistent with our
requirements as a not-for-profit organization.
• Old Business
• OSHA's Subpart F - General Conditions &
LO/TO - Progress? (Covered by Raffo/Above.)
• ChemCert Program: Progress (?) Covered by
Larry/Above.
• Newsletter - request for articles from EXCOM
& members. (Any articles due the week after
Thanksgiving.) Newsletter will cover information about spring seminar registration and
elections.
• Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC): October 2008 schedule of implementation has seemed to slide again, but is in
effect in some areas of the country.
• City Service Oxygen, CO & H2S Cells Recall: /Les - Recalls have been made as industry has tried to report and recall dangerous malfunctioning cell. Les will write
an article for the newsletter. Several companies used the City Technology - problems
widespread among manufacturers.
• AGST module -NFPA has had it for eight
years with no action. Larry states it is under review and is unsure of its status and
schedule. It was decided that a letter
would be drafted expressing MCA's concerns
and dissatisfaction to NFPA's MFS,
MFSAC, & MGHCP, and review the situation at the next meeting.
• New Business
• Locations for Sectional Seminars, February & March, 2008/Les & Ed. (Covered/Above)
• Course Content, Spring Seminars - All
(Covered/Above)
• MITAGS FLC Course, February 19 & 20,
2009 (Covered/Above.)
• "Things We Didn't Want" - At Issue:
- Where should we be headed with
NFPA 306-driven inspections and these
hazards?

- How should MCs communicate our concerns to our clients and customers?
- Should we have a committee specifically studying and addressing these
matters?
A review of recent e-mail discussion
followed regarding addressing physical
and biological hazards during CMC inspections. Tom Littlepage reviewed his
concerns and actions regarding rescue services that are supposed to be provided at
shipyards, but generally, are not. Greg
Grondin had, using a model developed by
BIW, provided a draft document to do so.
It was moved to ask Greg to head subcommittee with John, Les, Philip and
Tom to construct materials for potential
distribution to chemists and then, by
them, to their clients.
Two initial subjects were rescue and
CHT tanks. They will be called
"FLASHPOINTS". (Les' idea: roundly
approved.) It is hoped that this might
move to provide by the Association as a
service to our industry. John called for
careful worded disclaimers on any such
documents. We will compare our work
product with what is available on
OSHA's "e-Tools" so as not to be repetitious.
The question was posed by Chairman
Sly: Do (Should) liability concerns
guide/restrict our development and use of
NFPA 306? In doing so are we being consistent with the mission of NFPA 306 expressed in its scope? Don's position and
concern are that we should be paying attention to all observed hazards during our
inspections, so we can provide minimum
requirements for safe entry. (See A1.1.8.)
• MCA has been invited by the Marine
Chemists Association in Italy to make a
presentation at their 50th anniversary.
MGHCP has agreed to reimburse the expenses. Chairman-elect Don Raffo's
Presentation to Italian marine chemists
on October 27 in Livorno, Italy was
briefly reviewed. Don will be given a
tour of a large shipyard near Livorno.
• To-Do List for Next Meeting:
• Greg Grondin will be contacted by John
Bell: form subcommittee with John, Les,
Philip & Tom to work on "Flashpoints".
(John)
• Generate Newsletter with ExCom minutes, news items, articles from officers
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and spring Sectional Seminar registration information. (Ed)
• Write article addressing recent sensor recalls for newsletter. (Les)
• Write newsletter article on Italian Marine Chemist contact & presentation.
(Don Raffo)
• Approach Jim Bruff about presentation
comparing confined space safety philosophy in 29CFR1915 v. 29CFR1910.146.
(Rick)
Seminar Subject Assignments: (Ed will call
to discuss whether assigned below expects
there is enough material to generate a fullblown presentation, or if the subject can be
made part of a single "small item" review
at the seminar.)
• CHT Inspections (Philip) (Sectionals)
• 306 Changes, (Les) (Sectionals)
• Possible PID Training, (Rick?) (Sectionals)
• Better writing of Limits of Detection
data on certificates, (Larry) (Sectionals)
• Explanation of Hot Work definition
change (">400˚F") (Philip & MCQB),
(Ed) (Sectionals)
• Control Measures Applied to Certified
Spaces, including:
- Isolation, LO/TO, Subpart F issues,
(Philip) (Sectionals or Annual)
- Best practices in use of Ventilation,
(Philip, Larry) (Sectionals or Annual)
• Addressing "Scope of the Work" on the
certificates (Don Sly) (Sectionals)
• Review Minimum steps in space-testing
methods: what should are clients expect
to see us do? (?) (Sectionals)
• Assemble regulations and text materials
for the CFLC program.(Ed & Les)
(MITAGS Sectional)
• Reviewing "Rules for Certification, etc.,"
regarding reporting responsibilities of
chemists to MCQB & NFPA. (Larry)
(Sectionals and /or Annual)
• Respiratory Protection Device Selection
Protocol and EWR designations. (Larry)
(Sectionals or Annual)
• Review: Inerting Spaces on tank barges,
fuel tanks, ships with fixed systems.
(Larry) (Sectionals or Annual)
• Review: Hot work in fuel tanks with fuel
in them. (Larry) (Sectionals)
• Transportation of compressed gas cylinders in CMC vehicles. (NFPA & DOT
regulations. (Larry) (Sectionals)
• Case studies re: chemical substances,

residues, coatings, (interesting examples,
near misses, etc) (Collected wisdom &
contributions from the chemists.) (Sectionals or Annual)
• Fighting a shipboard fire (Les) (Annual)
• Next Meeting: Sunday, 22 February, 2009,
MITAGS Institute, Linthicum, MD (Baltimore-Washington International Airport)
• Adjournment – Time: 14:30

The 2008 Atlantic Sectional Attendees, Norfolk, VA

The 2008 Gulf-Inland Sectional Attendees, Houston, TX

The 2008 Pacific Sectional Attendees, Reno, NV
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